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Fig. 3.1 The change of the distribution of a web application’s internal architectural
layers over client and server over time (adapted from http://www.coachwei.com).
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and JavaScript files) and application data, while the application logic runs

3.2 The Internet
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Fig. 3.2 Internet architecture (adapted from [259]). The dashed polygon describes
a possible distribution of a web application over the Internet.
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backbone operator, e.g., AT&T or Telecom, which provide for large international network connections over fiber optics. If a packet needs to be delivered

cations themselves. But we have di↵erent protocols at the application layer:
TELNET, FTP, SMTP, NNTP, HTTP, DNS, and many more.
Up to the early 1990s, the Internet provided four main types of applications: email (SMTP), news (NNTP), remote login (TELNET), and file
transfer (FTP). Only in 1989, the physicist Tim Berners-Lee invented the
World Wide Web based on the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP).
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Fig. 3.3 The TCP/IP reference model compared to the OSI reference model.
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3.3 The Hypertext Markup Language (HTML)
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<!DOCTYPE html>
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Expo 2015 – An example</TITLE>
<meta name="description" content="An HTML example">
<meta name="Keywords" content="HTML”>
</HEAD>
<BODY>
<div id="top">
<img src="Logo_EXPO.png" ALT="EXPO official logo"/>
</div>
<div id="center">
<h1>A simple Web page linking to the Expo2015 Web site</h2>
<p>We here show an example of image and video inclusion and of <a
href="http://www.worldexpo2015.it/index.html"> link definition</a></p>
</div>
<div id="youtube" class="container vertical">
<iframe id="video_canvas" src="http://www.youtube.com/embed/mSbyzSJleM?list=PL3IPVSF68uaEfHAVNek3RBb1w4P05KiHi" width="800"
height="500"frameborder="0" allowfullscreen></iframe>
</div>
<div id="bottom">
</BODY>
</HTML>

Fig. 3.4 A simple HTML page embedding an image and a video and including a
clickable hyperlink.
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such content or to define links to other Web pages. The document presentation is then managed by a processor embedded in the Web browser, which

3.5 Client-Side Scripting
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<html>
<head>
<title>EXPO 2015</title>
<script type="text/javascript">
var nextButton;
var videoCanvas;
var videoArray;
var currentVideo = -1;
function nextVideo() {
currentVideo++;
if(currentVideo >= videoArray.length)
currentVideo = 0;
videoCanvas.setAttribute("src", videoArray[currentVideo]);
}
function init() {
nextButton = document.getElementById("next_button");
videoCanvas = document.getElementById("video_canvas");
videoArray = [
"http://www.youtube.com/embed/kNG_l_UKkgM",
"http://www.youtube.com/embed/JdK1bIg1VvA",
"http://www.youtube.com/embed/m_F8A5VdhsM"
];
nextButton.addEventListener("click", nextVideo, false);
nextVideo();
}
</script>
</head>
<body onload="init()">
/* mark-up for other page elements */
<p><a id="next_button" href="javascript:nextVideo()">Next video</a></p>
<iframe id="video_canvas" width="800" height="500" src="" frameborder="0"
allowfullscreen></iframe>
</body>
</html>

Fig. 3.5 An example of JavaScript code included in the head section of an HTML
page. The script adds interactivity to the page, by implementing a video slide show.
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through the array, element by element, every time the link is clicked.
JavaScript is an interpreted language. JavaScript code is parsed and ex-

3.7.1 Servlets
An example of extended Web server architecture is Javasoft’s Servlet API (illustrated in Figure 3.6), which associates the Web server with a Java Virtual
Machine (JVM). The JVM supports the execution of a special Java program,
the servlet container, which in turn is in charge of managing session data and
executing Java servlets.
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Fig. 3.6 Java servlet architecture.
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Java Server Pages (JSP) is a simple but powerful technology that extends
Java servlets. A JSP page is composed of blocks of static code (HTML,
JavaScript, CSS, etc.), mixed with dynamic blocks, i.e., portions of Java
code executed by the scripting engine.
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Fig. 3.7 The translation of JSP pages into servlets.

Each time the Web server receives a request for a same JSP page, it verifies
whether changes to its code occurred since its creation by checking the content
of the Last Modified HTTP header. If not, the servlet instance for that
page stored in memory is recalled; otherwise, the JSP page is recompiled and
a new servlet instance is created and stored in memory. For this reason, the
first access to a JSP page requires a longer time (the so-called first-person
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Each time the Web server receives a request for a same JSP page, it verifies
whether changes to its code occurred since its creation by checking the content
of the Last Modified HTTP header. If not, the servlet instance for that
page stored in memory is recalled; otherwise, the JSP page is recompiled and
a new servlet instance is created and stored in memory. For this reason, the
first access to a JSP page requires a longer time (the so-called first-person
penalty), while the following requests are faster.

Directives
<%@page contentType=”text/html”%>

JSP
JSP page

Scripting elements
<% int a=1; %>
Actions
<%jsp:include page=”includeme.jsp”%>

Fig. 3.8 The structure of JSP pages.
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Three-tiered architectures need an execution environment supporting interlayer communication. Application servers provide such an environment.
By providing an intermediate layer between the Web server and the back-end
for resource management, they enable the efficient execution of components
in the application logic layer, thus supporting the construction of dynamic
pages according to the execution flow depicted in Figure 3.9.
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Fig. 3.9 Application server architecture

The Web server accepts the HTTP request coming from the client and
transforms it into a request to the scripting engine. The scripting engine
executes the program associated with the requested URL, which may also
include calls to business components hosted in the application server. Typically, such calls involve the retrieval and elaboration of data from one or
more data sources, such as corporate databases, legacy systems or external
Web services. The components managed by the application server dispatch
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the query to the data source, collect the query results, possibly elaborate
them, and send them back to the scripting engine. Query results are then
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Fig. 3.10 The Model-View-Controller pattern adapted to Web applications.

If a user issues a page request to the Web application, the request is intercepted by the Controller, which is in charge of deciding which business
operation needs to be performed. The Controller, hence, invokes the respective component in the Model, which contains the necessary logic to execute
the requested action, to update the state of the application, and to assemble
the data to be presented to the user. The change of the application state
activates the View, which fills the presentation template with the data computed by the Model. Finally, the so-constructed HTML response is sent to
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thebyclient
browser.
There are several application frameworks o↵ering support for implement-

3.10 Summary and Bibliographic Notes
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JSON
{"menu": {
"id": "file",
"value": "File",
"popup": {
"menuitem": [
{"value": "New", "onclick": "CreateNewDoc()"},
{"value": "Open", "onclick": "OpenDoc()"},
{"value": "Close", "onclick": "CloseDoc()"}
]
}
}}
XML
<menu id="file" value="File">
<popup>
<menuitem value="New" onclick="CreateNewDoc()" />
<menuitem value="Open" onclick="OpenDoc()" />
<menuitem value="Close" onclick="CloseDoc()" />
</popup>
</menu>

Fig. 3.11 Examples of JSON and XML specifications. The represented data refer
the structure of a file menu (http://www.json.org/example)
.

JavaScript engines, to parse JSON documents. Instead of using an additional
parser, a JavaScript program can use the built-in eval() function to interpret
JSON
JavaScript
objects.
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Web applications that mainly rely on a client-side business logics imple-

